
188 E 93rd Street #1N
New York, NY 10128

4 December 2007

Rent Administrator
DHCR Central Processing
Gertz Plaza
92-31 Union Hall Street
Jamaica, NY 11433

Re: Docket # VK-410033-RO

Rent Administrator:

Tenants of 188 E 93rd Street ask that DHCR deny the landlord’s Petition for Administrative

Review (PAR).  DHCR made no error of law or fact in ordering a rent reduction for the

elimination of the courtyard at 188 E 93rd Street in Docket # VC-410018-B, and the landlord has

again failed to address any of the serious impairments to the Warranty of Habitability caused by

the elimination of our courtyard. Mr. Marino has focused his arguments on non-issues

throughout the process of Docket #VC-410018-B, and he continues to do so in this PAR.

This response will first address the claims Mr. Marino offers, and then review the core issues of

our complaint (which Mr. Marino does not address).  In this response, we are assuming the

Administrator has access to the complete record of Docket #VC-410018-B and that we may

therefore refer to previously submitted letters and exhibits.  Nevertheless, we are including

copies of specific exhibits we refer to in this response, as well as offering new exhibits.

Mr. Marino incorrectly claims res judicata applies to this case based upon a complaint tenants

filed when the building still had a courtyard in 2004 (Docket #SB-410012-B).  In the 2004 case,

tenants complained that, among other things, the landlord was turning the courtyard into a

garbage dump – a condition clearly evident in the photos Mr. Marino has supplied as exhibits.

While DHCR was reviewing this complaint, the landlord retaliated by destroying all of the plants

in the courtyard garden.  The only relevance of the previous case is the PAR decision (Docket

#SK-41005-RT), which determined general maintenance of the grounds was a required service.

When DHCR issued its decisions on the 2004 complaint and PAR, the courtyard existed.  The

courtyard does not exist now.  The grounds no longer exist, so the grounds are no longer being

maintained, and failure to maintain the grounds constitutes a reduction of services.

Mr. Marino also incorrectly claims “the ‘courtyard’ was never a ‘courtyard’ at all.”  This appears
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to be an exercise in semantics.  By “courtyard,” tenants are referring to what is called a “rear

yard” in the Multiple Dwelling Law (MDL) and the NYC Building Code.  MDL defines a “rear

yard” as “an open space on the same lot with a dwelling between the extreme rear line of the lot

and the extreme rear wall of the dwelling.”  The Building Code defines a “yard” as “That portion

of a lot extending open and unobstructed from the lowest level to the sky along the entire length

of a lot line,” and a “rear yard” as “A yard extending for the full length of a rear lot line.”  The rear

yard of 188 E 93rd Street, which tenants call “the courtyard,” extended open and unobstructed

from the ground to the sky for the full length of the rear lot line of 1656 and 1658 Third Avenue.

Later in this response we will explain why a “rear yard” is required at 188 E 93rd Street.  To Mr.

Marino’s point, the courtyard was a “rear yard,” and it did exist until the landlord eliminated it in

May 2005.

Mr. Marino also asserts that the courtyard existed for ingress and egress only.  This claim is not

supported by historical fact.  The courtyard existed before the residential entrances were

consolidated and moved to 188 E 93rd Street and before the current lobby was modified to

serve as the residential entrance to the building.  The courtyard existed to provide adequate

light, ventilation, sanitation, and tenant access to outdoor space.  

Currently, the main residential lobby and entrance of 188 E 93rd Street is a one-story structure at

the rear of 1660 Third Avenue, and until May 2005, all three building lobbies opened onto the

courtyard.

Although 1656, 1658, and 1660 Third Avenue now share a single residential entrance at 188 E

93rd Street, previously each of the three buildings had its own separate residential entrance,

and none passed through the courtyard.  These separate entrances are shown in Exhibit Z,

which includes "tax photos" from the NYC Archives taken in 1939-1941.  (Each tax photo

includes a marker held up to indicate the tax block and lot of the building.)

• Exhibit Z1: The first tax photo (1521-39), taken from beneath the Third Avenue elevated

train tracks and looking north, shows all three buildings, with 1656 Third Avenue closest to

the camera, 1660 Third Avenue on the corner, and 1658 Third Avenue in between.  The

residential entrances of 1656 and 1658 Third Avenue open onto Third Avenue; the marker

points directly at the entrance to 1658 Third Avenue.  

• Exhibit Z2: The second tax photo (1521-40) also shows all three buildings, most clearly

1660 Third Avenue, taken from beneath the train tracks and looking south.   The residential
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entrance to 1660 Third Avenue can be seen located on E 93rd Street at the northwest

corner of the building; the broken lamppost beside the fire hydrant across the street points

directly at the entrance.  

• Exhibit Z3: The next two photos are enlarged details of Exhibit Z2 showing the stores and

residential entrance of 1660 Third Avenue.  On Third Avenue, a meat market occupies the

entire street front of the building, with awnings over display windows on each side of the

store’s entrance.  On E 93rd Street, adjacent to the residential entrance, is another store

with two display windows on each side of the store’s entrance.  The residential entrance of

1660 Third Avenue has a white lintel and railings along the sides of the stoop.

• Exhibit Z4: The third tax photo (1521-139), taken from the north side of E 93rd Street and

looking south, is of the neighboring townhouse at 186 E 93rd Street and the one-story

structure that is now the residential lobby entrance of 188 E 93rd Street.  

• Exhibit Z5: This enlarged detail of Exhibit Z4 shows a sign for "AB Moving & Storage"

occupying the one-story structure that is currently the residential lobby entrance.

• Exhibit Z6: The last two photos show the residential lobby entrance of 188 E 93rd Street in

2004 and the same area shown in the 1939-1941 tax photo side-by-side to demonstrate that

these photos represent the same location.  (The window beside the lobby door in the 2004

photo is in the location of the original entrance to 1660 Third Avenue visible in Exhibit Z2.)

In summary, the structure that is now the residential entrance lobby was not always a residential

entrance, and the buildings' original residential entrances did not pass through the courtyard.

Ingress and Egress were never the primary purpose of the courtyard.  The courtyard existed

because it was required to provide adequate light, ventilation, sanitation, and tenant access to

outdoor space.

Mr. Marino accuses tenants of obfuscation when we state that required secondary egress was

eliminated when the courtyard was eliminated.  Our statements are accurate.  The fact is Mr.

Marino is obfuscating the landlord’s utter disregard for tenant safety and the habitability of the

building at all times during the “horizontal enlargement” project that eliminated the courtyard.  In

May 2005, the landlord cut an opening in the party wall between the two courtyard buildings

(1656 and 1658 Third Avenue), intending to combine the entrances and lobbies of the two

buildings so as to maximize the rentable ground floor retail space.  This action rendered the
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grandfathered party wall balconies useless (and illegal) as secondary egress.  The landlord then

constructed a non-fireproof plywood shed-tunnel that tenants were forced to use as primary

(and sole) egress and ingress for more than a year to get from the main lobby to the entrances

of the two courtyard buildings. Tenants in the two courtyard buildings were left without fire

escapes for almost a year, until the Department of Housing Preservation and Development, the

Department of Buildings, and the NYC Fire Department conducted a joint inspection of the

building in February 2006, installed 24-hour fire-watch guards, and forced the landlord to close

the party wall and construct fire escapes.  The landlord has failed to consider tenant safety or

the Warranty of Habitability at any time during the construction project that eliminated the

courtyard.  Their only consideration has been their own financial gain.

Mr. Marino insists that the garden lacked any formal facilities, arguing that the brick and

ironwork enclosures of the formal garden “was designed solely to hold in dirt abutting the

building.” This argument makes no sense.

For one thing, most of the garden did not abut the building.  The garden enclosures included

five individual planters, as illustrated in the diagram below – the entrances to 1656 and 1658

Third Avenue (A-D and M-P apartments) would be to the left of the diagram, and the main lobby

entrance would be at the bottom.  The planters comprising the garden are represented as white

shapes, numbered corresponding to the following descriptions:

1. Main Garden: The main garden enclosure did not touch

the building.  It ran along the rear property line, abutting

the neighbor’s townhouse and rear yard.  Occupying

approximately 255 square feet, approximately 30% of

the courtyard’s area, it was about 2’ high (or 3’ including

the wrought iron railings), 40’ long, and 7’ deep, with an

angle at the north end.  It contained large, flowering

rhododendron trees and flowering hosta.  The main

garden enclosure did not touch any building comprising

188 E 93rd Street.

2. Ivy Planter: At the north end of the courtyard, a second

planter ran along the side of 1660 Third Avenue,

between the lobby stairs and the rear of 1658 Third
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Avenue.  This planter touched the building. It was about 3’ high, 8’ long, and 3’ deep,

and it contained ivy that climbed the building wall.

3. Chimney Planter: A small planter at the south end of the courtyard occupied the corner

between the boiler chimney and the window of Apartment A.  It was about 3’ high, 3’

wide, and 2’ deep.  This planter touched the building.

4. Maple Tree Planter: Also along the south end of the courtyard, along the property line of

the neighboring building on Third Avenue, a fourth planter ran from the chimney (which it

touched) to the rear lot line; it was about 3’ high, 14’ long, and 2’ deep.  It contained two

maple trees and ivy.

5. Tiered Round Planter: The fifth planter, located at the south end of the courtyard in the

corner formed by the main garden and the maple tree planter, was semicircular in shape

and consisted of two tiers.  The first tier was the same height as the main garden (about

2’), and the second was the same height as all of the other planters (about 3’ high).  This

planter did not touch any building.

Only three smaller of the five planters “abutted” the buildings of 188 E 93rd Street at all.  The ivy

planter had the greatest contact with the building (11 linear feet).  The chimney planter touched

the building on one side (2 linear feet) and the chimney on another (3 linear feet).  The maple

tree planter touched the chimney on one side (2 linear feet).

If the purpose of the garden enclosures was to contain dirt, why?  Since the garden enclosures

barely touched the buildings of 188 E 93rd Street, it is clear they offered no structural support.

Perhaps Mr. Marino is suggesting the dirt was necessary to the townhouse next door at 186 E

93rd Street. The main garden and maple tree planter abutted almost half of the entire length of

the neighboring townhouse along the rear lot line.  However, if the dirt storage areas (garden

enclosures) were necessary for the integrity of the townhouse, why did the landlord excavate

the garden below grade, exposing the townhouse’s foundation, without filing proper permits to

do so or even notifying the owners of the townhouse? It is clear that the integrity of the

neighboring townhouse was not the landlord’s concern.  The landlord even erected a

cinderblock wall covering the townhouse’s windows without bothering to notify the townhouse

owner in advance.  This is how the landlord operates.

Since there is no apparent structural purpose for large brick and ironwork enclosures containing
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dirt to take up space in the courtyard for several decades, why did these dirt containers exist?

Why would the previous owner waste so much valuable real estate and money building brick

and ironwork enclosures to store dirt?

The enclosures were built for one specific purpose: to contain a garden.  The garden included

ivy, maple trees, hosta, and flowering rhododendrons.  As shown in Exhibit G (included in the

original record for Docket #VC-410018-B), the garden was a formal amenity consciously added

by a previous owner to add value to the building and enhance the living space of residents.

The garden was an amenity (though of reduced value) even without living plants because of the

decorative brick and ironwork comprising the garden enclosures.  It is difficult to imagine what

the purpose of the tiered round planter was if not to visually enhance the courtyard.  This planter

in particular – which touched no building and had a design that could only be described as

ornamental – belies Mr. Marino’s claims.

Mr. Marino notes that the courtyard and garden were not listed in the initial services registration.

To be sure, neither were the buildings’ roofs, doors, or windows.  The courtyard and garden

enclosures were architectural features of the property.  Exhibit HH is a 1974 photograph of past

building superintendent Oscar Livrati in the courtyard.  This photo clearly shows the formal

garden, including the enclosure of the main garden and its plantings: in 1974, the maple trees

were about 14’ tall, and the flowering rhododendrons were about 4’ tall.  In 2005, when the

landlord destroyed the garden, the maple trees were about 25’ tall, and the rhododendrons were

about 12’ tall.  We have located the registered architect who designed the garden and hope to

be able to provide DHCR with additional details of the garden design in the future.

As for Mr. Marino’s protestations about tenants’ unauthorized use of the courtyard, there is

nothing to substantiate his claims that tenants used the courtyard for unintended purposes.  The

garden existed for tenants to enjoy, and there has never been any building policy prohibiting

tenants from gathering in the courtyard in groups or enjoying the space individually.  As shown

in Exhibit W, tenants held tenant meetings in the courtyard, met with friends and neighbors,

planted flowers, and more in the courtyard.  When the super, Oscar Livrati, passed away,

tenants held a memorial barbeque in the courtyard with the previous landlord’s permission.  The

courtyard was a place for tenants to enjoy outdoor space and the company of friends and

neighbors.  It was a place for tenant solidarity when we had tenant association meetings.  It was

a pleasant view from our lobbies and from the windows of rear apartments.  The garden within
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the courtyard greeted us every day with beauty and heralded the seasons.  The courtyard was

the defining feature of 188 E 93rd Street.

For the record, within the past few years, the current landlord has added clauses to the leases

of new tenants that prohibit them from “congregating” in the common areas of the building.

These lease clauses effectively bar new tenants from participating in the tenant association.  All

of us party to Docket #VC-410018-B lived in the building before the current landlord took

possession, before the courtyard was eliminated, and we do not have these lease clauses.

We would now like to focus on the issues important to us, the tenants.

Mr. Marino has, throughout the process of Docket #VC-410018-B, refused to acknowledge the

most important problems we have presented.  Where Mr. Marino wishes to equate this matter to

revoking recreational use of a roof, removal of the roof itself would be a much more accurate

comparison.  Our complaint involves grave impairments to the Warranty of Habitability.

Elimination of the courtyard has eliminated not just a cherished amenity (the garden), but also

ventilation, light, sanitation, and access to outdoor space.

Yards Are Expected in Multiple Dwellings on the Upper East Side

Exhibit AA is a satellite photo of our block and surrounding blocks, courtesy of Google Maps,

which shows multiple dwellings in the area have yard space or courts.  It is reasonable for a

tenant renting an apartment in a tenement building on the Upper East Side of Manhattan to

expect the building to have a yard.

188 E 93rd Street’s Courtyard Was a Unique Feature and an Amenity

While a yard or court is to be expected in a tenement building, it is unusual for a yard to serve

as the residential entrance of a tenement building, as did the courtyard of 188 E 93rd Street.

Typically, in a tenement building, the residential entrance opens from the street into a hallway

that leads directly to the stairs, with a rear or side door opening onto a yard.

It is also unusual for a tenement yard to contain a formal garden.  Larger, more recently built,

luxury apartment buildings often have central courtyards containing formal gardens through

which residents pass to reach their apartments, and modern residential towers usually have

expansive, landscaped grounds.  It is rare indeed to find anything close to such amenities in a

tenement building.  But 188 E 93rd Street had a landscaped courtyard featuring a formal garden

(Exhibit C).  Exhibit G, a 1939 real estate article from the New York Times, shows how moving
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the residential entrances from Third Avenue to E 93rd Street and adding a formal private garden

increased the value and appeal of the building. It was an extraordinary luxury for tenants to pass

through this pleasant space when coming and going from their apartments, and to be able to sit

outside amongst flowers and trees.

The courtyard of 188 E 93rd Street was truly a unique building feature not easily found in a

tenement building on the Upper East Side – or anywhere in Manhattan.  Tenants respectfully

ask DHCR not to condone the elimination of this cherished amenity.

The Courtyard Was a Primary Reason Tenants Chose to Live Here

Most of the apartments at 188 E 93rd Street are about 230 square feet in area and offer nothing

but the barest necessities.   The largest apartments may be as massive as 350 square feet.

 188 E 93rd Street is not a luxury building.  The apartments have never been supplied with

central air conditioning or microwaves or spa tubs.  Our building has never had a doorman or an

elevator or a gym or a laundry room.    We can't even control the heat in our apartments.

The only "amenity" this building ever had was its courtyard.  The courtyard, with its lovely formal

garden (Exhibit C), was a primary reason many of us chose to live here.  Some tenants have

provided brief statements in Exhibit W2 describing the social uses of the garden and what it

meant to them personally.  We also held our tenant meetings in the courtyard (Exhibit W1).  

Light, Ventilation, Sanitation, and Access to Outdoor Space Are Not Optional Services

Whether or not the residential entrance passed through it, and whether or not it contained a

garden, 188 E 93rd Street’s courtyard provided the light, ventilation, sanitation, and tenant

access to outdoor space that are required in an Old Law tenement building.

According to the Multiple Dwelling Law (MDL), Article 7, Section 212.1, "No tenement shall be

enlarged or its lot diminished in any way which would leave any yard or court less in any

dimension than the minimum dimensions prescribed for yards or courts in section twenty-six."

MDL Section 26 applies to "all dwellings erected, enlarged, converted, or altered pursuant to

plans filed on or after" 1961, and it specifies that, while no yard is required on a corner lot (such

as 1660 Third Avenue), "a rear yard shall be required for each dwelling and shall extend the

entire width of the lot at every point" on "an interior lot within one hundred feet" of an

intersection (such as 1656 and 1658 Third Avenue).  Elimination of the courtyard at 188 E 93rd

Street clearly violates these provisions of the Multiple Dwelling Law.
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As explained in detail in Exhibit 1.4, the necessity of yards in tenement buildings has been

established for well over a century.   Tenement houses like the three at 188 E 93rd Street were

constructed in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to house the maximum number of

paying tenants at the smallest possible cost.  Development driven by profit, with no concern for

habitability, led landlords to build tenements covering more and more lot area, resulting in

deplorable housing conditions.  The Tenement House Acts were enacted to remedy these

conditions and ensure the habitability of tenement buildings.  188 E 93rd Street had a courtyard

because the law required it.  

The Tenement House Acts mandated yard space in tenement buildings to provide light,

ventilation, sanitation, and tenant access to outdoor space.  Insufficient lighting and ventilation

of hallways and stairs were among the problems these regulations were intended to address.

 The Tenement House Committee of 1901 observed:

“Since the very beginning of tenement house legislation the evils of the dark unventilated

hallways have been thoroughly recognized and efforts have been made to correct these

evils. The very first law, that of 1867, provides

That the halls on each floor shall open directly to the external air with suitable
windows and shall have no room or other obstruction at the end unless sufficient
light or ventilation is otherwise provided for in a manner approved by the Board of
Health.

This provision has been reenacted in all subsequent legislation upon this subject and is

part of the present law. A further provision was added in 1887 that if the halls of such a

house did not open directly to the external air with suitable windows at the ends of the

halls the building should not be used or occupied unless sufficient light and ventilation is

otherwise provided. The Commission finds that these two important provisions of the law

have practically never been enforced and that most serious evils have resulted from the

lack of their enforcement.  The Commission also finds that in new tenement houses

constructed during the past few years a great number of the buildings have been erected

with totally dark halls.  It has therefore provided in its recommendations that every public

hall shall have at least one window opening either on the street or a yard or upon an

adequate court and that the window shall be located in such a part of the hall as to

secure sufficient light and ventilation.”

Light and ventilation of the common areas of 188 E 93rd Street were inadequate to begin with
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due to the central construction of the stairwells and lack of windows in the hallways.  Prior to the

elimination of the courtyard, however, all three building lobbies had sources of natural light and

ventilation in the doors opening onto the courtyard.  With the courtyard gone, there is no longer

any source of light or ventilation.  The new entrance hallway is maze-like, and the landlord

installed self-closing metal doors at the entrances of the lobbies in order to avoid having to

install sprinklers within the old hallways.  As a result, what little light or air enters from the street

door does not extend beyond the main lobby.

The Tenement House Committee of 1901 also recognized the necessity of yard space for

tenant access to the outdoors:

“Forty years ago the back yards were generally 40 feet in depth, and twenty years ago

they were at least 20 feet in depth, while to-day they are only 10 feet deep, leaving

practically no yard to the building. This not only diminishes the amount of light and air

available for the rear rooms, but also prevents there being any place in which children

living in the tenement house may play. The consequence is that they are driven to the

street.”

The Tenement House Committee recognized that courtyards serve significant social and

community purposes in addition to the practical function of providing light and ventilation.

Tenants of 188 E 93rd Street used the courtyard to meet friends, hold tenant meetings, and

enjoy social gatherings.  The dark, unventilated, narrow hallway that has replaced the courtyard

is not an adequate substitute (see Exhibit K and Exhibit L).

188 E 93rd Street has been modified many times over the past 100+ years.  Given the value of

real estate in NYC, it is likely the idea of expanding the building to full lot coverage has occurred

to a previous owner.  Yet the courtyard remained intact for more than 100 years because the

law required it to be there.  Tenants ask DHCR to no allow the landlord to set the building back

more than a century in tenement reforms.

Elimination of the Courtyard Reduces the Building to Below 19th Century Standards

The current landlord's elimination of the courtyard at 188 E 93rd Street in 2005 is a flashback to

an era before tenement reform: the landlord has overdeveloped the property for their own

financial benefit with no consideration for the habitability of the multiple dwelling.  Elimination of

the courtyard has turned 188 E 93rd Street into a tenement building that would have horrified

the Tenement House Commission of 1900.   The landlord is asking DHCR to condone a very
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serious impairment of the Warranty of Habitability. 

Reduction of Light and Ventilation
Elimination of the courtyard has drastically worsened what were already problems with light and

ventilation at 188 E 93rd Street.  Since 1867, all tenement buildings have been required to have

windows opening onto the hallways and stairs of every floor for light and ventilation.  The

buildings at 188 E 93rd Street do not have windows in the stairwells or hallways for light and

ventilation.  The doors and windows opening onto the building's courtyard provided the only

source of light and ventilation for the lobbies, stairs, and hallways.  Tenants of 188 E 93rd Street

ask DHCR not to validate the elimination of the doors and windows opening onto the courtyard.

Elimination of the courtyard has created additional problems that did not previously exist at 188

E 93rd Street. 

Increased Fire Hazards and Reduced Fire Safety
188 E 93rd Street is a combustible Old Law tenement.  The landlord has made the building less

fireproof than it was before the courtyard was eliminated, further reducing the building below

nineteenth century standards.  The new hallway, which the landlord asks DHCR to believe is a

reasonable substitute for the eliminated courtyard, has a floor made of plywood (Exhibit X1),

which is flammable.  It is illegal to use flammable materials in the construction of a tenement

building.  The landlord has also added wooden baseboards throughout the new hallway and

within the existing combustible Old Law tenement.  Wooden finishing elements are illegal in

tenement buildings.

On top of all of this, the landlord has created a fire hazard in the cellar. Elimination of the

courtyard has resulted in the landlord moving the garbage disposal and storage area into the

cellar (Exhibit P).  Needless to say, much of residential garbage is flammable.  It has been

illegal to store flammable materials in the cellar of a tenement building for more than a century.  

The landlord has not only provided kindling, but there is also nothing to stop a fire should one

start.  There are no sprinklers in any of the new or old construction for residential areas.

 Tenants of 188 E 93rd Street ask DHCR not to condone these fire hazards.

An Illegal Cellar Entrance Is Now a Required Stair
Furthermore, the landlord's alterations of the building and elimination of the courtyard have

resulted in an illegal "required stair."  Now that the "garbage room" is in the cellar, tenants are

forced every day to use stairs that have been illegal for at least a century.  
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It is illegal to build a multiple dwelling with a cellar entrance located inside the building.  Our

cellar entrances are, of course, located inside the building, in the most hazardous location,

beneath the residential stairs.  These stairs were “grandfathered in” due to the age of the

building.  Previous owners kept the cellar off limits to tenants.     

Residential tenants are now forced to enter the cellar every day to dispose of garbage (Exhibit

U).  Welcome to the mid-nineteenth century, before any Tenement Laws were enacted. To get

to the cellar "garbage room," tenants of 188 E 93rd Street must traverse stairs that are 26" wide

at their narrowest point, steep, and lack continuous handrails.  The door opening onto the cellar

sits directly upon the top stair, and since the door is self-closing, there is always a risk the door

will swing shut and knock a tenant down the stairs.  Tenants ask DHCR not to authorize these

hazards.

Fire Hazards and Sanitary Problems in the Cellar
 The garbage room itself is indistinguishable from a nineteenth century cellar used for disposal

and storage of garbage (Exhibit X2).   The garbage room is a firetrap.  Literally, there is no way

out if the one entrance is blocked.  In the cellar, there are no sprinklers, no fire extinguisher.

 The fire prevention measures done circa 1940 have failed, as the metal sheeting on the ceilings

and walls is torn in many places and there are large gaps in the partition separating the

"garbage room" space from the restaurant tenant's space.  Meanwhile, the restaurant tenant

has added an unenclosed stair (Exhibit X3) running directly from its kitchen on the ground floor

(previously Apartment M) to the cellar, so there is nothing to prevent a fire in the restaurant's

kitchen from spreading to the "garbage room."   Also, there is no ventilation or drainage in the

cellar.  The odor, which is horrific, permeates the entire M-P building.   Tenants of 188 E 93rd

Street beg DHCR not to condone the landlord's willful endangerment of tenants. 

By eliminating the courtyard, the landlord has created problems that either never existed or that

haven't existed for the past century.  Please refer to my letter to the Rent Administrator dated

10/21/07 (Exhibit 1.4) for additional details.  

Rent Reduction Does Not Solve the Problem

DHCR’s rent reduction is necessary, but it should only be a temporary measure until the

landlord restores the courtyard. 

Mr. Marino has tried to minimize the impact of the elimination of the courtyard by focusing on

tangential issues.  The impact is not minimal. When the commercial tenant operated a gasoline-
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fueled pressure washer in the cellar, the entire M-P building was filled with dangerous levels of

carbon monoxide, according to the responding FDNY company.  There was no way to ventilate

the hallways and lobbies of the building, and it took 6-8 hours to reduce the carbon monoxide

levels enough that the CO detectors stopped going off.  That is not "minimal."  When a power

outage occurred on the Upper East Side and tenants of 188 E 93rd Street had to navigate the

stairs and new, labyrinthine, multi-level hallway in pitch-blackness, it was not minimal.  When

tenants must descend a dangerously steep and narrow stair, into a cellar with no secondary

egress, every day just to deposit their trash and recyclables, it is not minimal.

The landlord has eliminated the courtyard, thereby eliminating ventilation, light, sanitation, and

access to outdoor space.  All tenants party to Docket # VC-410018-B and to this response also

considered the courtyard to be a primary reason for renting an apartment at 188 E 93rd Street. 

Therefore, tenants of 188 E 93rd Street respectfully ask DHCR to deny the landlord's PAR.   In

addition to being the building's only amenity, the courtyard provided light and ventilation of the

buildings' common areas, it provided safe sanitation facilities, and it provided all of us access to

a shared outdoor space we tremendously enjoyed, and it was the building’s only amenity.  

Elimination of the courtyard has reduced the habitability of 188 E 93rd Street to below

nineteenth century standards.  The landlord must be required to restore the courtyard.

Thank you for your time and care in considering our response.

Sincerely,

Cassie Carter
Secretary, 188 E 93rd Street Tenants Association

Exhibits Enclosed

Cc:  Randy Lockard
Pauline Winans
Ludovica Villar-hauser
Gregory Murphy
Vincent Appon
Monique Rivera
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Shalom Tenants Alliance
Jon Wallach, DHCR
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